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ABSTRACT: Electron microscopy, scanning probe, and optical
super-resolution imaging techniques with nanometric resolution are
now routinely available but cannot capture the characteristically fast
(MHz−GHz frequency) movements of micro-/nano-objects. Mean-
while, optical interferometric techniques can detect high-frequency
picometric displacements but only with diffraction-limited lateral
resolution. Here, we introduce a motion visualization technique,
based on the spectrally resolved detection of secondary electron
emission from moving objects, that combines picometric displace-
ment sensitivity with the nanometric spatial (positional/imaging)
resolution of electron microscopy. The sensitivity of the technique is
quantitatively validated against the thermodynamically defined
amplitude of a nanocantilever’s Brownian motion. It is further
demonstrated in visualizing externally driven modes of cantilever, nanomechanical photonic metamaterial, and MEMS device
structures. With a noise floor reaching ∼1 pm/Hz1/2, it can provide for the study of oscillatory movements with subatomic
amplitudes, presenting new opportunities for the interrogation of motion in functional structures across the materials, bio- and
nanosciences.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Nanoscale motion is of growing technological importance and
scientific interest, in contexts including micro- and nano-
electromechanical systems (MEMS and NEMS),1,2 such as the
accelerometers found in every smartphone and the optical fiber
switches employed in optical communications/data networks;3

advanced materials, from nanoparticles, nanowires, and 2D
nanomaterials (e.g., graphene, transition-metal dichalcoge-
nides) to mechanically reconfigurable photonic metamaterials
with optical properties that can be switched/tuned via
nanometric distortion or displacement of constituent meta-
molecules;4 and in fundamental studies of dynamics, including
cooperative and self-organizational effects, in nano- and
(bio)molecular systems governed by thermal (Brownian)
motion, van der Waals and Casimir forces, and quantum
phenomena.5−15

However, there are no routinely available techniques for
mapping fast, complex motion at the nano- to picoscale with
high temporal and spatial resolution. Transmission and scanning
electron microscopy, scanning probe techniques (STM, AFM,
etc.), optical super-resolution microscopy (PALM/STED/
STORM),16−19 and recently introduced methodologies em-
ploying superoscillatory and topologically structured light
fields20−22 provide nanometric or better spatial resolution in
“static” imaging. However, limited measurement/frame rates
mean that they cannot generally resolve high-frequency motion
at such scales. “Time-resolved” or “ultrafast” electron micro-

scopes23,24 are highly specialized instruments employing short-
pulse (typically femtosecond laser-driven) electron sources and
streak camera or time-correlated photon-counting detectors to
interrogate stimulated, short-time-scale (e.g., carrier, lattice, and
bonding) dynamics in materials in pump−probe and strobo-
scopic regimes. Laser-based interferometric and cavity spectro-
scopic techniques25,26 can provide megahertz frequency
picometric sensitivity to changes in optical path length (i.e., in
the direction of light propagation), but for imaging purposes in
the transverse direction, they are diffraction-limited with a
spatial resolution of a few hundred nanometers at best.
Here, we introduce a technique for hyperspectral motion

visualization (HMV), which combines sensitivity to movement
of subatomic amplitude with the nanometric spatial resolution
of scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Quantitative, direc-
tionally resolved measurements and mapping of displacement
amplitude and relative phase provide for a highly localized
interrogation of mechanical resonance characteristics (eigen-
frequencies, quality factors) of target structures and visualization
of their mechanical modes.
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■ THE HYPERSPECTRAL MOTION VISUALIZATION
SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY (HMV-SEM)
CONCEPT

The functional principle behind the motion visualization
technique is illustrated in Figure 1. Conventional SEM images
are formed by raster-scanning a focused electron beam over an
object and detecting, at each point, the integrated secondary or
backscattered electron current. Any fast-moving components of
the object (the wings and antennae of the bee in Figure 1a) will
suffer “motion blur” because their displacement cannot be
tracked on time scales shorter than the frame rate. However, by
instead recording the time dependence of the secondary
electron (SE) current at each point, one can detect and spatially
map fast movements of the object. One may then either record
full raster-scanned images with SE detection locked at a chosen
frequency or construct a complete hyperspectral image by
computing the Fourier spectrum of motion at each point. These
“images” will show spatially resolved, quantitative details of the
displacement amplitude and phase at a chosen frequency or
across a range of frequencies. For simple objects, much useful
information can be obtained from images recorded at just a few
selected frequencies, as will be demonstrated in what follows.
Figure 1b−d) details the mechanism by which the SE signal

generated by an incident electron beam transduces oscillatory
displacements.27,28 While the target object (notionally one of
the bee’s antennae in Figure 1a) is stationary, the SE current
ISE(r) generated as an incident electron beam is scanned along
the line AB (where r is a coordinate in the image plane) will
change in magnitude from and return to zero on either side
(where the incident beam entirely misses the object) at a rate
dependent upon the sharpness of the physical edges and the
intensity profile of the electron beam. At these edges, small time-
dependent displacements ∂R(t) of the object will translate to
changes in the SE signal
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where v is the object’s movement velocity vector at the
measurement point. On integration over time

r r RI t I t C( , ) ( ) ( )SE SE= −∇ · + (2)

Thus, at each point on the oscillating target, the magnitude of
the time-dependent SE signal will be equal to the scalar product
of two vectors: the gradient of the static SEM image parallel to
the motion direction at that point∇ISE(r) and the displacement
R(t). As such, motion in any direction with a nonzero projection
to the image plane can be detected at any point where the
corresponding SE gradient is nonzero. In the Figure 1 schematic,
for example, if the image plane is inclined at an angle θ to the y
axis, both horizontal ∂y(t) and vertical ∂z(t) displacements of
the object (in and out of the xy sample plane) can be detected on
the basis of a SE signal gradient orthogonal to x in the image
plane.
The noise equivalent displacement (NED) level in such

measurementsthe magnitude of oscillatory displacement
detectable with unitary signal to noise ratio with an integration
time of 1 sis determined largely by the Poisson statistics of
electrons incident on the SE detector. It is inversely proportional
to the SE current gradient ∇ISE (see Supporting Information).
For a typical SEM, this noise-limited minimum detectable
displacement amplitude can be as small as ∼1 pm in phase-
locked measurements even while the incident beam diameter
(which constrains static imaging resolution) is ≥1 nm. The
ability to detect motion at this scale presents remarkable
opportunities for imaging the movement of nanostructures,
bearing in mind that by comparison the lattice constants of
solids are typically in the 300−700 pm range and the radii of
isolated neutral atoms lie between 30 and 300 pm.

Figure 1.Hyperspectral motion visualization scanning electron microscopy (HMV-SEM) concept. (a) Conventional (static) secondary electron (SE)
images obtained with a scanning electron microscope are based upon the time-averaged SE signal at each point, whereby moving parts suffer “motion
blur”. HMV-SEMmaps based upon the detection of selected frequency components in the SE signal will show only those parts which oscillate at that
frequency, revealing the amplitude and direction of movement at each point. (Bee images are derived from bee-wingpath-animation-4, copyright
Arizona Board of Regents/ASUAsk A Biologist under CCBY-SA 3.0 licensecolors are changed and/or blur is selectively added.) (b−d) An incident
electron beam scanned over an object (notionally here, one of the bee’s antennae, along the line AB in (a)) generates a scattered secondary electron
signal with an amplitude profile (c) related to the physical profile of the object (b) and the spot size and intensity profile of the incident electron beam.
Where the gradient (d) of this profile is nonzero, displacements of the object ∂y translate to changes in SE signal ∂ISE, as illustrated in the inset of (c).
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■ HYPERSPECTRAL MOTION VISUALIZATION

To elucidate and quantitatively validate the performance of
HMV-SEM, we employ rectangular cantilevers: i.e., the
common actors and structural components of many nano-
mechanical devices and systemsobjects with well-understood,
analytically described modes of oscillation.
Calibration of Measurement Sensitivity against Ther-

mal Motion. The random thermal motion of small objects at
nonzero temperatures is perhaps most familiar in the micro-
scopic random walk of free particles in liquids, known as
Brownian motion. However, thermal motion of picometric
amplitude is also present in anchored micro-/nano-objects, such
as cantilevers and doubly clamped beams and is most profound
at their natural mechanical resonant frequencies. Such motion
provides an ideal calibration reference for the sensitivity of the
HMV-SEM technique, as its amplitude is thermodynamically
related to physical parameters of the object: which is to say that a
direct quantitative comparison can be made between experi-
ment and energy equipartition theorem.29,30

To demonstrate, we detect the thermal motion of a 22 μm
long cantilever (Figure 2a) manufactured by focused ion beam
milling from a 50 nm thick silicon nitride membrane (a flexible
substrate) coated by thermal evaporation with 50 nm of gold
(for strong secondary electron signal contrast). With the
incident electron beam fixed at a point on one of the cantilever’s
long edges near the tip, as indicated in Figure 2a, we record the
time dependence of the secondary electron signal in the

frequency domain and calculate its amplitude spectral density
(ASD; Figure 2c). In all measurements reported here, we
employ an incident electron energy of 5 keV and a beam current
of 86 pA, whereby the effects of electron-beam-induced heating
and momentum transfer to the cantilever are negligible (see
Supporting Information). The measured secondary electron
signal ASD at a given point is directly related to the cantilever
displacement ASD (right-hand axis in Figure 2c) via the SE
signal gradient (Figure 2b) at that point, with account taken for
the oblique incidence of the electron beam. We observe peaks in
the frequency spectrum at three of the cantilever’s natural
oscillation frequencies: specifically, the fundamental out-of-
plane mode at 117.6 kHz, the fundamental in-plane mode at
528.0 kHz and the second-order out-of-planemode at 739.0 kHz
(the attribution of modes being confirmed by computational
modelingsee Supporting Information).
According to the Wiener−Khinchin theorem,29,30 the

thermomechanical displacement power spectral density (PSD
= ASD2) of an oscillator is

S f
k Tf

m Q f f ff Q
( )

2 ( ) ( / )
B 0

3
eff 0

2 2 2
0

2π
=

[ − + ] (3)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and
for each mode meff, f 0 and Q are respectively the effective mass
(see Supporting Information), natural frequency and quality
factor. By mapping eq 3 onto the peaks in the experimental data
of Figure 2c (using measured values of f 0 and Q, assuming T =

Figure 2. Sensing thermal motion of a cantilever. (a) Static secondary electron image of a gold-coated silicon nitride cantilever (100 nm thick, 500 nm
wide, 22 μm long), viewed at the oblique angle θ = 15° to the membrane plane. (b) Profile along the line AB of the DC secondary electron signal and
the gradient thereof. (c) Amplitude spectral density (ASD) of the secondary electron signal measured at the point * in (b), showing peaks associated
with out-of-plane and in-plane oscillatory modes of the cantilever (as denoted by the inset schematics). The right-hand axis shows a calibrated scale of
displacement ASD. Overlaid red lines are analytical displacement ASD curves given by eq 3, using experimentally measured values of f 0 andQ for each
mode and assuming meff = 0.25m.
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300 K, and with meff as a fitting parameter) root-mean-square
(RMS) thermal motion amplitudes xth can be evaluated as:

Figure 3.Visualization of driven cantilever motion. DC component (a) and synchronously recorded amplitude and phase (b and c, respectively) of the
time-dependent component of the secondary electron signal while the structure is mechanically driven at the cantilever’s 739.0 kHz second-order out-
of-plane resonant frequency by a piezo-actuator. (d) Calibrated out-of-plane (z-direction) displacement amplitude map of the cantilever. (e) x−z
plane projection of absolute displacement with the corresponding numerically simulated mode profile overlaid as a pair of dashed lines. Note that the
vertical image-plane scale in (a)−(d) has been enlarged for clarity: the 2 μm scale bar applies only to the x direction. Also for clarity in (d), no data are
presented at points where the SE gradient falls below a noise threshold: i.e., such that the displacement cannot be quantified. The same (white) pixels
are then also excluded from (c).

Figure 4. Hyperspectral visualization of driven cantilever motion. (a) Out-of-plane (z direction) displacement amplitude maps of a set of three
cantilevers of different length, shown in the zero-frequency (static secondary electron) image, recorded while the structure is mechanically driven at a
selection of frequencies (as labeled) by a piezo-actuator. (b) Corresponding x−z plane projections of the absolute displacement overlaid with
numerically simulated mode profiles (dashed lines).
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x S f f( ) dth
0

∫=
∞

(4)

These calculations yield amplitudes of 1.60 nm for the out-of-
plane mode at 117.6 kHz, 0.53 nm for the in-plane mode at
528.0 kHz, and 0.27 nm for the second-order out-of-plane mode
at 739.0 kHz. These compare very well with analytical values of
1.57, 0.35 and 0.25 nm, respectively, from thermal equipartition:

x k T m f/ (2 )th B eff 0
2π= for an ideal rectangular cantilever with

meff = 0.25m (for all modes; m being the real masssee
Supporting Information). The accuracy of the correlation
between theory and experiment is illustrated in Figure 2c by
the overlaid analytical curves, which are calculated according to
eq 3 with meff = 0.25. Likewise, the ∼1 pm/Hz1/2 background
signal level seen in Figure 2c corresponds very well with the
expected noise equivalent displacement floor (see above and
Supporting Information).
Full-width half-maximum peak widths Δf are a measure of

oscillator damping: Δf = γ/(2πmeff), where γ is the (material,
ambient pressure, and mode dependent) frictional damping
coefficient.31,32 With the effective mass of a cantilever being,
again, not mode-dependent (see Supporting Information) the
peak width Δf is straightforwardly proportional to, and the
resonance quality Q = f 0/Δf inversely proportional to, γ.
Driven Motion.HMV-SEM can also be applied to mapping

externally driven movements of nanostructures. By raster-
scanning the injection point over a target and synchronously
detecting the SE signal at the driving frequency (using a lock-in
amplifier), a spatially resolved map of the driven oscillation
amplitude and phase can be constructed, giving a comprehensive
picture of the sample’s mechanical response at the selected
frequency. By then changing the driving frequency and repeating
the raster scan, a hyperspectral image of sample movements can
be assembled.

We demonstrate this modality by visualizing the oscillatory
motion of cantilevers driven by a piezoelectric transducer (with
an oscillatory amplitude of ≤1 nm). Figure 3a−c shows images
of the (Figure 2) cantilever in terms of, respectively, the DC
component (cf. the static SE image) and the amplitude and
phase of the time-dependent component of the SE signal at
739.0 kHzthe frequency of its second-order out-of-plane
flexural mode. These illustrate how the technique reveals
movement at the high SE contrast edges of a structure: no signal
is detected where the SE gradient is zero (along the central area
of the cantilever surface). In this case, each bright edge of the
cantilever seen in Figure 3a appears as a pair of lines in Figure 3b,
with opposing phase relative to the piezo actuator (Figure 3c),
corresponding to closely spaced points of positive and negative
SE gradient encountered as the incident electron beam is
scanned across the edge. An out-of-plane displacement
amplitude map (Figure 3d) is obtained by dividing the time-
dependent SE signal amplitude at each point of Figure 3b by the
corresponding signal gradient derived from Figure 3a (see
Supporting Information), taking account of the oblique viewing
angle. Combining this with the signal phase and plotting all
pixels as a histogram of absolute displacement against the x
coordinate reveals the displacement mode shape, as shown in
Figure 3e. In this example, the cantilever tip oscillates with an
amplitude of ∼25 nm.
To illustrate hyperspectral motion visualization, we employ a

set of three cantilevers with different lengths (17, 22, and 27 μm)
cut from a single membrane (Figure 4). Having first identified
their individual natural frequencies from thermal motion spectra
(as per Figure 2), we then drive the structure and spatially map
the movement of the whole sample at each frequency in turn
(Figure 4a). The selective, resonant excitation of one cantilever
at a time in either its fundamental or second-order out-of-plane
bending modes is clearly observed, with the expected mode

Figure 5. Mapping thermal and driven motion in photonic metamaterials and MEMS devices. (a) SEM image of an optomechanical metamaterial
fabricated on a silicon nitride nanomembrane (b) In-plane thermal motion displacement spectra measured at the centers of the 15 narrow beams (as
numbered in (a)). (c) SEM image of a capacitive Si combwithin aMEMS accelerometer. (d, e) Corresponding displacement amplitudemaps for piezo
actuator driven in-plane motion at 438.2 and 441.6 kHzthe fundamental resonant frequencies of selected comb cantilever “fingers” (marked by
white arrows). (f) Representative thermal motion spectrum measured at the tip of the comb cantilever finger marked with a red dot in (c).
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shapes being well-defined in corresponding x−z projections of
displacement (Figure 4b).
Visualization of Movement in Devices with Multiple

Degrees of Freedom. The examples presented above
introduce the HMV-SEM technique by way of its use to study
thermal and driven motion of isolated cantilevers. However, its
full potential lies in the application to understanding behaviors
and functionalities in more complex structures and devices with
multiple degrees of freedomthe “nanomachines” of Feyn-
man’s famous 1959 lecture “There’s Plenty of Room at the
Bottom”.33 Micro- and nanoelectromechanical systems (M-/
NEMS)2 and nanomechanical metamaterials4 have since
become practical implementations of this idea.
Figure 5a shows an SEM image of a plasmonic nano-

optomechanical metamaterial comprising an array of gold
nanobrick trimers supported on alternately wide (325 nm)
and narrow (165 nm) 28 μm long and 50 nm thick silicon nitride
beams. This metamaterial presents an exceptionally large optical
nonlinearity underpinned by themutual nanoscale displacement
of neighboring beams, driven by interactions between dipole
moments induced in the plasmonic nanobricks by a control
(pump) light beam.34 Ideally, a modulated pump beam will
induce synchronous resonant (i.e., large amplitude) oscillation
of all wide or narrow structural beams, thereby maximizing the
induced change in transmission or reflection of a probe beam. As
such, the nonlinear optical response of the metamaterial is
dependent on the mechanical properties of the structure,
specifically the natural frequencies and quality factors of the
beams. All beams of the same type should preferably be
mechanically identical to exclude inhomogeneous broadening of
the nonlinearity. HMV-SEM is ideally suited to the task of
interrogating the properties of individual structural beams.
The thermal motion spectra in Figure 5b reveal variations in

the mechanical properties of a set of nominally identical beams:
the 15 narrow beams of the metamaterial shown have
fundamental in-plane resonant frequencies of 1.44 MHz ± 2%,
mean square displacement amplitudes of 209 pm ±6%, and
quality factors of 1400 ± 33%. With the peripheral beams
numbered 1, 2, and 15 excluded, these distributions narrow to
±1% in resonant frequency,±4% in displacement amplitude and
±5% in Q. From static SEM imaging, those three beams are
subject to noticeable equilibrium out-of-plane deformation, but
variations in mechanical properties among the majority cannot
be anticipatedthey are seen to have a high level of geometric
uniformity, constrained only by the nanometric fabrication
tolerances of the FIB milling technique. However, variations in
their mechanical parameters are related not only to dimensional
discrepancies or fabrication imperfections but also to variations
in tension (in the same way that tension determines the pitch of
a violin string) derived from nonuniform stress intrinsic to the
silicon nitride membrane substrate. The ability to quantify the
mechanical response of the individual structural elements of a
metamaterial provides valuable insight into device performance
and provides for the possibility of in situ correction during
fabrication (i.e., within a dual-beam FIB/SEM system), thus
enabling the fabrication of high-performance devices.
Figure 5c shows an SEM image of a silicon capacitive comb

sensing element within a commercial MEMS accelerometer
developed for automotive air-bag deployment systems. Accel-
eration in the sensing direction induces an inertial force on the
mass attached to the movable part of the comb, resulting in a
change in distance between the “fingers” of the fixed and
movable parts of the comb. From the associated change in

capacitance, the acceleration can be quantified. Device behaviors
including sensitivity and false alarm response depend strongly
upon the mechanical characteristics of the comb fingers (which
are micromechanical cantilevers) and driven displacement
mapping of the inertial mass may be applied, for example, to
the detection of defective combs. Using the HMV-SEM
technique (Figure 5d−f), we find that the nominally identical
fingers of the present comb indeed have closely spaced
fundamental resonant frequencies, varying by only ±0.4%
about a mean value of 440 Hz, and resonance Q factors on the
order of 1.4 × 104 that vary by as much as ±8%. The fingers
manifest in-plane thermal motion tip displacements of ∼25 pm
(in comparison to a separation between adjacent fingers of ∼5
μm).

■ CONCLUSION
In summary, we have developed a methodology for quantitative,
directionally resolved measurements of high-frequency oscil-
latory movements with picometric (subatomic) amplitudes and
the hyperspectral visualization of movement with nanometric
spatial resolution. HMV-SEM can be deployed on conventional
scanning electron microscopes to interrogate thermal (Brow-
nian), self-propelled, and externally driven motion (including in
the short-time-scale and nonlinear regimes) at the pico- to
nanoscale. It is shown to provide for highly localized
measurement of oscillator resonant frequencies and quality
factors, the measurement of thermal motion amplitudes down to
a noise-equivalent displacement level of 1 pm/Hz1/2, and
frequency- and direction-resolvedmapping of oscillatorymotion
“mode shapes” with spatial (SEM imaging) resolution far
beyond the diffraction limit applicable to optical vibrometry
techniques. The technique is demonstrated here on the basis of
secondary electron detection but may equally be applied to
other modes of SEM signal generation (e.g., backscattered
electrons, sample current, and cathodoluminescence). It is
subject to the same constraints on target conductivity as any
conventional imaging modes and, as for such modes, “environ-
mental” (low-vacuum) systems can facilitate direct application
to less conductive (e.g., dielectric, bio) materials, but the
chamber pressure will affect the mechanical properties of nano-/
microstructures through atmospheric damping. The method-
ology can be applied to a wide variety of man-made and naturally
occurring nanomaterials, structures, and devices for a highly
localized evaluation of material parameters (e.g., Young’s
modulus), mass sensing, micro-/nanodevice manufacturing
process control and optimization, nondestructive testing, and
the study of forces and fields at the (sub)nanometer scale. As a
frequency-resolved methodology, it complements established
(ultrafast) time-resolved electron microscopy techniques, the
latter being ideally suited to the study of transient phenomena in
time-series measurements with picosecond resolution and the
former to oscillatory motion with picometric displacement
amplitude sensitivity, both with nanometric spatial (imaging)
resolution.
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